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From the Preface:
This book is our earnest and first effort at demystifying power integrity, its detailed analysis, and its management for integrated circuits in the nanometer scale era.

The focus of the book is squarely on integrated circuits and power integrity as it pertains to such components. It is intended both for the student engineer gaining an introduction to the field of integrated circuit design, and for those skilled in the art, developing systems based on integrated components. Hence, every attempt has been made to emphasize basic concepts, principles, and intuitive understanding, while also discussing state-of-the-art and advanced concepts and technologies. This book differs from prior, related efforts at least in that it emphasizes comprehensive, true-physical modeling of integrated circuits and systems behavior. Beginning with an intuitive understanding of power integrity in a fundamental, physical sense, through analogies with mechanical systems and their underlying laws, we explore root causes for a rise to predominance of power integrity as a performance differentiator for integrated circuits.

A simple example is helpful in establishing the importance of power integrity to integrated circuits and systems. Today, as integrated systems become increasingly powerful and portable, system and device power and energy consumption is a critical design constraint. But less noticed is power integrity, despite its principal role in determining power consumption. Most of us notice that if we dim the lights in our entertainment rooms too much, sharp changes in brightness of our television screens hurt our eyes. Our attempt to reduce lighting energy consumption therefore depends directly on the level of light noise we encounter. The very same is true for integrated circuits: minimization of power and energy consumption through supply voltage reduction, a fundamental approach, depends directly on knowing the level of power supply noise, or, in other words, power integrity.
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The modern chip designer is required to make many complex and mutually dependent trade-offs. Power integrity (PI) is among these. Generally, one must find the most economical way to meet certain functionality and performance requirements: The design’s PI must be adequate to meet these goals. The responsibility for this is shared between various designers, including the chip architect, the logic designer, the physical layout designer, and the package designer, as well as the system team for the greater product. The integrated circuit (IC) design team focuses on areas impacting PI such as average and peak power management as well as chip floorplanning considerations. These include robust power distribution architectures, the arrangement of active power-consuming circuits, and the interspersing of passive components such as power supply decoupling capacitors.
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